Comparison of the uncertainties of spectrometric and radiometric
measurement of the solar UV index

Experiment

UVI-Sensors
• Design:
 SiC-Photodiode with interference filter
 Cosine weighted entrance optic made of
PTFE

Fig.
1:
UV-Cosine-Dom
UVI-Sensor
(ERYCA)
manufactured by sglux GmbH (left) and its angular
sensitivity function (right).

UV-Index (ISO 17166)
• UV-Index (UVI) is a linear scale which asses
the harmful impact of solar UV radiation on
human skin (erythema)
• 0 (no protection) to 11+ (highest protection
necessary) [1]
• Calculation of UVI according to ISO 17166
 High energy UV radiation (UVB) has
exponentially severe harmful impact as low
energy UV radiation (UVA) [2,3]
 Weighting of solar radiation by erythema
action spectrum sERY [4]:

• UVI-Calculation according to ISO 17166
• Measurement of SR various photodiodes to
determine production tolerances
• Simulation of UVI-radiometer signal applying
Eq. 2 using photodiode SR instead of erythema
action spectrum (Fig. 2)
Sun spectra analysis
• Sun spectra were measured with a scanning
spectroradiometer
• Sun spectrum depends on thickness of ozone
layer and angle of incidence [5]. Low ozone
layer thickness high UVB contribution, low
angle of incidence more absorption and
scattering.
• Suns spectra with UVI > 5 show higher
variation in total irradiance
• Sun spectra with overcast are not excluded
from the simulation

• Further improvement of accuracy by spectral
mismatch correction factor fs according to Zaini
et al. [5]

• UVI depended spectral mismatch correction
factor calculation for UVI-radiometer 3 (Fig .5)
• Fitting function y for fs (Fig. 5)

Results
Fig. 5: Determination of spectral mismatch correction
factor for UVI-radiometer 3 using 2073 different sun
spectra (orange) and fitting of a correction function (red).

Spectral response (SR) variation of SiCphotodiodes with erythema action spectrum
filter

• Applying mismatch correction function reduces
deviation to +/-5% (Fig. 6)
Deviation to real UVI / %

Fundamentals

Simulation of UVI using 2073 sun spectra

Fig. 3: Variation of UVI-radiometer SR (red, green , blue)
compared to erythema action spectrum (black).

Deviation between simulated UVI of different
UVI-radiometer with large deviation to
erythema action spectrum and real UVI of
different sun spectra
Deviation to real UVI / %

The UV-Index (UVI) was introduced by the WHO
to raise the people’s awareness of harmful solar
UV radiation and thereby increase quality of life.
The UVI provides an easy indication system for
necessary protection and sojourn time in the sun
to avoid erythema.
The German UVI measurement network currently
consists
of a few spectroradiometer. These
spectroradiometers are expensive to purchase
and maintain. Consolidation of the UVI
measurement network could be achieved of raged
and easy to maintain UVI-radiometers. Such
radiometers need to reproduced accurately the
erythema action spectrum according to ISO
17166.
This contribution investigates the
influence of different sun spectra and production
tolerance of SiC-based UVI-photodiodes’ spectral
response on the measurement uncertainty of the
UV Index.
As result we could show that sglux UVIradiometers have measurement uncertainties
similar to spectroradiometer.

Spectral mismatch correction

Correction factor

Summary

(1)
(2)
Fig. 4: Deviation between simulated UV-Indices applying
UVI-radiometer SR and real UVI.

Fig. 6: Deviation to real UVI after applying mismatch
correction function to seven different UVI-radiometer.
Black: y-Scale for non-optimal calibration spectrum. Red:
y-scale optimal calibration spectrum.

Conculsion
Sun spectrum used for calibration is crucial

Calibration at UVI < 3: over estimation of
real UVI
Calibration at UVI > 7:
• Over estimation at low UVI
• Partial under estimation at high UVI
Spectral mismatch factor can reduced
measurement uncertainty to 5 %
→ UVI-radiometer comparable to
spectroradiometer
Further long term investigations of UVIradiometer are reasonable and will create
confidence.

• Calibration at a arbitrary sun spectra with
UVI = 4 :
• Deviation between UVI-radiometer and real
UVI up to 15%
• UVI-value < 2 under estimation of real UVI , as
UVB contribution is low and UVA is under
estimated
• UVI-value > 5 : UVA irradiance increases
higher scattering
Fig. 2: Sun irradiance and weighted irradiance spectra,
 Deviation decreases due to under
erythema action spectrum and spectral response (SR) of UVIestimation of irradiance above 335 nm
radiometer.
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